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Summary 

 Major Bank capital builds of approx. $40-$60bn to see EPS and DPS track sideways 

 Rising capital intensity to place downward pressure on ROE’s 

 Payout ratios likely to drift lower to more sustainable levels 

 Major Banks to be safer however shareholders unlikely to be compensated  

 Regionals Banks to prosper as Major Banks reprice to offset declining profitability 

 

In May 2011 we argued Australian banks were offering 

attractive risk-adjusted returns, notwithstanding a substantial 

rise in share prices since the market bottom in March 2009. 

Our investment thesis was as follows: 

1) The structural change in funding markets was raising the 

barriers to entry 

This allowed banks to gain market share while sensibly 

managing net interest margins (NIM) to continue growing 

profits. Figure 1 confirms the post GFC world required more 

stable funding mechanisms (i.e. retail deposits) to fund loan 

growth. In a world with funding concerns, pricing power would 

be reinforced allowing profit margins or NIM to be managed 

appropriately to grow revenues. The Major Banks would be 

clear winners either through volume or price levers. 

 

2) Capital positions were strong pre-crisis, therefore 

regulatory reform would only impact at the margin;  

As Figure 2 shows, Core Tier One Capital in the banking 

system was at record highs and increasing, resulting in bank 

capital being viewed positively relative to banks in other 

geographies.  
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3) Return on Equity (ROE) is likely to be as least as good as 

pre-GFC, however the risks are lower; 

Figure 3 highlights how pricing power combined with the 

expected normalisation of bad debts, lifted ROE from the 2009 

low of 13% closer to the average of 18% achieved in the 13 

years prior to the GFC (FY95A to FY07A). While defining 

where the ROE would eventually land was challenging, the 

domestic and global regulatory reform agenda was clearly 

reducing risks to the overall banking system. This increased 

certainty in outcomes, clearly lowered the risks to balance 

sheets.

 



 

4) However while earnings per share growth will be lower, 

the risk-to-earnings are also lower. 

Observers of banks globally understand that lower risk banks 

trade on higher multiples even with very low earnings growth 

rates. And that higher risk banks trade on low multiples 

notwithstanding high growth rates. Given the substantial 

leverage in bank balance sheets, shareholders quite rightly 

focus on risk first. Growth becomes a secondary consideration 

that can be either positive or negative, depending on new 

business profit margins and capital intensity. 

As Table 1 highlights the Major Banks increased cash profits 

by 39% (or 9% pa) over the four year period ending FY14A. 

This resulted from lending growth (+6% pa) at well above 

system rates (+3% pa) with steadily declining NIM (-2% pa) to 

deliver a +4% pa lift in revenue. With expenses under control 

(+4% pa), pre-provision profits grew at 5% pa. The remaining 

profit uplift resulted from a substantial drop in bad debt 

provisions of -50% (or -16% pa). Thus just over 40% of the 

profit uplift resulted from a “one-off” normalisation in bad debt 

provisions. 

Table 1 highlights the ROE has improved from the FY09A lows 

of 13% to rebound closer to 16%, but remains below the pre-

GFC average closer to 19%. Though the ROE outcome was 

short of our predictions, the resulting risk reduction due to 

actions by management teams and the regulators have 

increased earnings certainty. The equity market rewarded the 

Major Banks for this attractive dynamic as relatively healthy 

dividend yields and improving certainty were scarce in the post 

GFC-environment. 

 

 

Table 1: Australian Major Banking Statistics

Major Banking Statistics FY10A FY11A FY12A FY13A FY14A FY14A vs FY10A

Australian System Credit1,3
A$bn 2,013        2,042        2,123        2,190        2,285        13%

Major Bank Lending2,3
A$bn 1,736        1,892        1,976        2,078        2,231        29%

Revenue A$bn 68.4          71.5          74.1          77.5          81.1          19%

Expenses A$bn 30.4          31.7          32.5          33.9          35.2          16%

Pre-Provision Profits A$bn 38.0          39.8          41.6          43.5          45.8          21%

Bad Debt Provisions A$bn 7.6            5.4            6.0            4.7            3.8            -50%

Cash NPAT A$bn 21.5          24.3          25.1          27.5          29.9          39%

Dividends Paid A$bn 15.0          17.2          18.5          20.6          21.3          42%

Net Interest Margin % 2.26% 2.25% 2.16% 2.13% 2.08% -8%

Tier One Capital Ratio % 9.3% 10.0% 10.3% 10.4% 10.6% 14%

Provisioning to non-housing loans % 1.8% 1.5% 1.5% 1.4% 1.3% -27%

Bad debts to non-housing loans % 1.0% 0.7% 0.7% 0.5% 0.4% -57%

Major Bank Shareholders Equity A$bn 145.4        156.5        166.9        178.0        187.8        29%

Major Bank Return on Equity % 14.8% 15.5% 15.1% 15.5% 15.9% 8%

1. RBA - Statistical Tables - Sept Year Ends

2. Annual Reports; Sept Year End for ANZ, NAB and WBC; June Year End for CBA

3. M ajor Bank Lending all includes offshore lending (approximately 20% of Australian M ajor Bank Lending)  

 

As seen in Figure 4, the banks delivered stellar returns 

becoming one of the best performing sectors over the last few 

years. 

 

Currently on most fundamental pricing metrics the Major 

Banks are trading near record highs. Figure 5, using CBA as 

an example clearly highlights the near historic highs based on 

a multiple of pre-provision profits (that is before bad debts and 

tax) which is generally the best proxy for earnings power of a 

bank. Accordingly, as stock prices rose closing the gap to 

valuations, Sigma sold down its Major Bank positions 

throughout 2013 and 2014 calender years to fund more 

attractive opportunities, particularly in the Major Diversified 

Miners, BHP Billiton and RIO Tinto. 

 



 

By late 2014 it was becoming clear that Major Bank valuations 

were likely to come under pressure as the regulatory reform 

agenda turned its attention to emphasise higher capital levels. 

The Financial Services Inquiry (FSI) made two key 

recommendations.The first involved increasing mortgage risk 

weights from the current 15-18% range to 25-30%.The second 

was ensuring Australian Banks had “unquestionably strong” 

capital ratios relative to global peers.  

The capital implications of the first recommendation—

increasing mortgage risk weights to 30%—for the Major Banks 

at the current level of Common Equity Tier One (CET1) capital 

of 8.9% is approximately $17bn. The larger Sydney mortgage 

banks (Westpac and Commonwealth Bank) shoulder a 

disproportionate share of the increase as highlighted below in 

Table 2. Macquarie Group indicated at their full year 2015 

results presentation, that the capital increase for their relatively 

small Australian mortgage book of $20bn would be 

approximately $250m. Being that the Major Banks, as a group, 

are approximately 70 times larger ($1,400bn @ FY14A) the 

overall estimates seem  reasonable. 

 

The capital implications from the second recommendation are 

less definite, as the meaning of “unquestionably strong” in a 

global banking context needs to be estimated. The FSI 

recommended that as a ‘baseline target”, capital ratios should 

be in the “top quartile of internationally active banks”. And the 

principle should apply to all authorised deposit-taking 

institutions (ADI). This is of particular importance for ADI’s that 

pose systemic risks or access international funding markets. 

i.e. Major Banks. A recent speech by APRA Chairman, Wayne 

Byers, highlighted that the local regulator will be providing a 

“capital template” to allow a more definite comparison to global 

peers in the 2H of calender 2015. If APRA’s historically 

conservative nature is anything to go by the capital template is 

likely to be “risk-averse”. This is to be expected from a 

government agency with a strong history of safe guarding our 

system. Globally as regulators continue to reset the bar 

regarding overall capital levels, the “top quartile baseline 

target” is likely to move higher in an absolute sense.  

Figure 6 shows the decline over time for Major Banks in risk 

weighted assets (RWA) to gross loans. From 1995 through to 

2007 this was mostly as a result of housing lending which 

carries a far lower risk weight (of approximately 50%) growing 

faster than business lending (risk weight of approximately 

115%). The notable step down in 2008 resulted from global 

regulatory moves as the Major Banks started transitioning to 

Basel II advanced accreditation.  

 

Table 3 highlights the impact on CBA’s capital requirements 

for mortgages post implementation. While the overall size of 

the mortgage book has doubled since 2007, the capital 

backing has remained constant (about $6bn) even with a 

significant rise (31%) in capital ratios. While there was a clear 

offset at the time with the introduction of risk weights for 

operational risk, CBA’s overall risk weighted assets declined 

by 27%. If CBA was to apply the risk-weighting of 46% as was 

the case prior to the introduction of advanced accreditation, 

Housing Credit Risk Weighted Assets (CRWA) would nearly 

triple. The capital requirement on the current CET1 ratios 

would then be closer to $17bn, rather than the $12bn argued 

in Table 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

Advance accreditation provides a more granular approach to 

risk management, which can only be viewed as an 

improvement for the banking system. The reliance on “internal 

models” to determine risk weights though provided 

opportunities for regulatory arbitrage. This issue was identified 

by regulators globally after comparing the wide ranging views 

internal modeling derives, even for vanilla product sets. 

 

 

 

Table 2 - Impact of FSI recommendations to increase Mortgage Risk Weights to 30%

Major Banks Housing Current Current New New Current New Increased

Lending Risk Weights Risk Weighted Risk Weights Risk Weighted Capital ($m) Capital ($m) Capital

FY15F ($m) to Housing Assets ($m) to Housing Assets ($m) @ 8.9% CET1 @ 8.9% CET1 Required ($m)

ANZ 300,037         18.4% 55,353              30.0% 90,011              4,926            8,011            3,085                

CBA 427,757         16.5% 70,621              30.0% 128,327            6,285            11,421          5,136                

NAB 346,674         18.7% 64,742              30.0% 104,002            5,762            9,256            3,494                

WBC 418,879         16.7% 70,007              30.0% 125,664            6,231            11,184          4,953                

Total 1,493,347      17.4% 260,723            30.0% 448,004            23,204          39,872          16,668              

Source: Sigma estimates, Half Yearly Reports



 

Table 3 - Impact of Advanced Accreditation on Mortgage Risk Weights

CBA - Mortgage Capital Held FY07A FY14A Change

Housing Lending A$m 190,337     399,685        110%

Housing Credit Risk Weighted Assets (CRWA) A$m 87,217       65,986          -24%

Housing CRWA/Housing Lending 45.8% 16.5% -64%

CET1 Ratio A$m 7.0% 9.2% 31%

Notional Capital for Housing Lending A$m 6,105         6,071            -1%

Risk Weighted Assets (31 Dec 2007) - pre-advanced accreditation A$m 272,609     

Risk Weighted Assets (31 Dec 2007) - post-advanced accreditation A$m 198,228     -27%

Housing CRWA - pre-Advanced Accreditation A$m 183,145        278%

Notional Capital for Housing Lending - pre-advanced accreditation A$m 16,849          

Source: CBA Annual Reports, Sigma estimates
 

Overall the likelihood of CET1 ratio going higher from the 

current Major Bank average of 8.9% seems high as regulators 

globally (and locally) look to address the short comings of 

advance accreditation. So how much more capital is required? 

If National Australia Bank’s 1H15 update is a gauge to the 

future, a Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) ratio of at least 10% 

maybe the new normal. As Table 4 shows for the Major Banks 

to move to a 10% CET1 ratio would require an additional 

$60bn in equity capital over and above retained earnings 

(approx. $40bn) over the next four financial years (FY15 

through to FY18). While the number sounds large, a staged 

doubling of mortgage risk weights combined with steadily 

increasing capital ratios while supporting the current 8% 

growth rate per annum in housing and non-housing lending will 

require approximately $100bn in additional capital or 

approximately 70% of Major Bank projected earnings ($141bn) 

over the next four years. 

  

Table 4 - Impact of Moving to Common Equity Tier One Ratios of 10% 

Key Major Bank Stats FY14A FY18F $ Change % Change % pa

Gross Loans A$m 2,256,760    3,131,056    874,296     39% 9%

CRWA on Housing A$m 238,924       616,204       377,280     158% 27%

CRWA on Non-Housing A$m 949,476       1,367,069    417,593     44% 10%

Non-CRWA A$m 200,965       268,785       67,820       34% 8%

Total Risk Weighted Assets A$m 1,389,365    2,252,058    862,693     62% 13%

CET1 Capital Ratio % 8.9% 10.0% 1.1% 13% 3%

Common Equity Tier One Capital A$m 123,357       225,206       101,849     83% 16%

Total Major Bank Cash NPAT A$m 29,933         39,148         9,215         31% 7%

Shareholders Equity A$m 194,458       314,763       120,305     62% 13%

Cash ROE (Avg.) 15.9% 12.4% -3.5% -22%

Cumulative Cash NPAT (FY15F - FY18F) A$m 141,657     

Current Payout Ratios 73%

Cumulative Dividends Paid (FY15F - FY18F) A$m 102,848     

Cumulative Retained Earnings (FY15 - FY18F) A$m 38,809       

Capital Required over and above Retained Earnings A$m 63,040       

Source: Sigma estimates, Annual Reports  

In comparison over the last four financial years (FY11A to 

FY14A) Major Banks whilst building capital ratios nearly two 

percentage points (CET1 from 7% to closer to 9%), grew 

lending at approximately 7% per annum. Doing this without 

changing risk weights required approximately $50bn in 

additional capital, $30bn from retained earnings with $20bn 

mostly through dividend reinvestment plans. This resulted in 

an effective payout ratio of 54%. As bad debt charges were 

elevated at the start of the period, strong profit growth (circa 

9% per annum) eventuated as bad debts normalised (approx. 

40% contribution to profit growth) allowing ROE’s to drift 

higher despite the increase in the capital base (circa 8% per 

annum). The $60bn in new capital, over and above retained 

earnings, is three times larger than the recent capital-build and 

represents approximately 15% of the total sector market 

capitalisation of $400bn. Even if the capital is raised over 

four years, the dilution of approximately 4% per annum is 

likely to see EPS and DPS going sideways. 

Increasing capital intensity is likely to place downward 

pressure on ROE’s over the next few years and ultimately 

pressure long term dividend payout ratios. Nominal loan 

growth of 8% per annum will equate to at least 5.5% per 



 

annum in RWA growth (up from 3.5% over the four years to 

FY14), which at current ROE’s of 15% would require 

approximately 1/3
rd

 of earnings to be retained to support 

growth. If ROE’s fall more significantly, more retained earnings 

will be required to support the same level of growth. As Figure 

7 highlights, if history is any guide dividend payouts of 60-65% 

are more likely than the current 70-75% as capital intensity 

moves back to past benchmarks. 

 

In response, Major Bank management teams are likely to 

initiate measures to lift ROE countering the increased capital 

requirements. However, improved funding markets supporting 

the competition is likely to limit the extent to which loans can 

be re-priced (net interest income represents 65% of all 

banking income). This is the main lever Major Banks can pull 

to improve shareholder returns. Given the industry structure 

though we would expect some re-pricing to stick. On a positive 

note, Regional Bank shareholders are likely to be the clear 

winners from the capital arbitrage gap being narrowed as they 

were yet to move to advanced accreditation (currently have 

average mortgage risk weights of 40%). This should lead to 

improving ROE profiles and ultimately higher sustainable 

payout ratios. 

Finally, the bank index weighting in the S&P/ASX 300 is 

currently 30% as shown in Figure 8, and nearly double the 

index weight of 15 years ago around the time of the tech-

wreck in 2000. Around the time of the tech-wreck in 2000 most 

managers struggled with owning Newscorp which represented 

approximately 14% of the index and was trading on a PE of 25 

times, which most regarded as overvalued, but due to the 

“index risk” investment managers didn’t want to deviate too far 

from industry accepted practices. As banks are homogenous 

in nature, sharing similar key drivers, they can be viewed as 

“one stock”. With the capital build ahead of them, the 

headwinds for 30% of the index will be acute. As we see 

downside to valuations that are already stretched, our Sigma 

Select Portfolio is currently 20% underweight the Major 

Banks, a key reason for our high active share as shown in 

Figure 9.  
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